
U.S. Representative Eric Swalwell Tours Oakland
Center

U.S. Representative Eric Swalwell (Calif., 14th) recently visited Oakland Center
(ZOA), which is located in his district. After taking a tour of the operation,
Swalwell sat down with several NATCA members who live in his district,
including FacRep Charles Howell and Vice-FacRep Erik Mandt. They
discussed the realities of living and working in the San Francisco Bay Area,
staffing, and policy issues impacting our Union’s membership.
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Swalwell was impressed by the hard work of NATCA’s members and promised
to follow up in the near future. We’re grateful to the congressman for paying
ZOA a visit and making labor a priority.

National Validation Team Meets at National Office

The members of the National Validation Team (NVT) met at the NATCA
National Office in Washington on Sept 13. The collaborative work group
conducted facility pay level adjustment reviews and carried out normal
business related to nationwide traffic counting.

In attendance were: Jon Bouhebent (Denver Center, ZDV), Gilbert Geer
(Joshua Control Facility, JCF), Corey Grafe (Philadelphia ATCT, PHL), Jack
Greene (Miami Center, ZMA), Brody McCray (Washington Center, ZDC),
Matthew Scala (Denver TRACON, D01), John Tornatore-Pili (San Francisco
ATCT, SFO), James Walsh (Raleigh Durham ATCT, RDU), and Mike Weekley
(Columbus ATCT, CMH). 
 
Learn more about the National Validation Team here.

NATCA Benefits: Southern Insurance Group

With a wide array of all types of insurance, the Southern Insurance Group
(SIG) is one of NATCA’s longest standing partners, serving the needs of our

https://www.natca.org/2021/04/07/national-validation-team-nvt/


members since 2002. From the UNUM disability insurance that protects your
income, to life insurance to replace Federal Employees' Group Life Insurance
(FEGLI), and all your needs in between, SIG is there to have the backs of the
professionals who have the backs of the flying public!

Visit www.NATCABENEFITS.com and find SIG under the Financial/Retirement
tab for more information.
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